
Message from Jean-Baptiste Boutillier, Vice-President Innovation

The maritime industry is on the path to decarbonisation. All the industry players 
have to reinforce their commitment to achieve the IMO's targets. At GTT, 
we are responding to the challenges of the energy transition by developing 

friendly. Continuous innovation is at the heart of this strategy. It is also one of our 
core values. Of course, we are talking about innovation in our technologies, but 
not only. We are also committed to driving innovation in processes, materials, 
construction methods, etc.

In this issue, you will discover a number of new developments, including the 

construction. We also introduce the Reduced Rectangular Combined Dome 

cost reductions.
TM our new cleaning laser for welding, and OtoseamTM our new 

welding robot for Invar. Both developments are aimed to further improving the quality and reliability of the welds in our 
systems.

As always, we remain committed to providing you with the best possible service and solutions in the industry. We thank 
you for your continued support and look forward to collaborating with you on future projects. We hope you enjoy your 
reading.
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ONSHORE STORAGE: MODULAR GST® CONCEPT 

become increasingly modularised, slower erection times inherent to stick-built tanks often drive overall project delivery. 
These observations have led GTT to re-think the conventional industrial scheme of an LNG land storage as a bespoke, 
fully pre-commissioned, movable asset which could reduce the unit cost of storage and enhance certainty of outcome 
for project developers. The answer to this question has led to the GST®  Modular Concept. This article describes how 
membrane technology is key to developing a safe modular system for trans-oceanic transportation.

Concept presentation
The Modular GST® tank is an adaptation of stick-built GST®

steel outer tank, along with the use of a movable, carbon steel baseplate designed to make the tank light-weight (under 
3,500 metric tons), and transportable over remote-controlled Self-Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMT). The idea is to 

in capacity for up to three 45,000 m3 modular GST® tanks. It was developed through a rigorous Technology Readiness 
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Continuous innovation is at the heart of our strategy. It is also one of our core 
values. Of course, we are talking about innovation in our technologies, but not 
only. We are also committed to driving innovation in processes, materials, 
construction methods, etc.

In this issue, you will discover some exciting developments such as Otowose™ 
our new cleaning laser for welding, and Otoseam™ our new welding robot for 
Invar. Both developments are aimed to further improving the quality and 
reliability of the welds in our systems.

These are more examples of how GTT contributes to the improvements in the 
quality and efficiency of tank construction.

This is amply illustrated in more details in the last article of this edition.

As always, we remain committed to providing you with the best possible 

OTOSEAM™: THE HIGH SPEED SEAM WELDING MACHINE
In the GTT NO96 technology, the primary and secondary barriers are made of Invar®, a 36% nickel-steel alloy, 0.7mm 
thick. 

service and solutions in the industry. We thank you for your continued support and look forward to collaborating with 
you on future projects. We hope you enjoy your reading.

Figure 1: Raised edges on NO96 technologies 

The raised-edges (0.7mm membrane / 0.5mm tongue / 0.7mm membrane) are welded continuously over a length of 40 
meters thanks to the Resistance Seam Welding machine. On a 174 000m3 NO96 ship, this corresponds to 120km of 
welding at a speed of 1.6m/min, i.e. 1250 welding hours per LNGC.

In the 1960’s, the first generation of seam welding machine was developed in close collaboration between GTT and ERI, 
a French engineering company, in order to design and produce all the machines for installing and welding NO96 
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In the GTT NO96 technology, the primary and secondary barriers are made of Invar®

thick. 

To achieve perfect tightness of the primary and secondary membranes, a correct welding is essential. 

3

a French engineering company, in order to design and produce all the machines for installing and welding the NO96 
membrane. Since then, many improvements have been made and the latest development in operation today dates from 
2003. 

to ensure zero defects.

Figure 2: Actual welding machine in operation

OTOSEAM™: THE HIGH SPEED SEAM WELDING MACHINE 
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membrane. Since then, many improvements have been made and the latest development in operation today dates from 
2003. 

Figure 2: Actual welding machine in operation

To achieve perfect tightness of the primary 
and secondary membranes, a correct welding 
is essential.

In 2020, GTT has decided to extend the 
development of welding machine for the 
installation of our technologies (NO96 and 
GTT Next1) with the aim of improving 
efficiency with a faster seam-welding machine 
and a constant quality control to ensure zero 
defects.

Resistance seam welding   –   How does it work? 

The seam-welding machine uses a resistance welding process (often used in automotive assembly lines with electrodes) 
with wheels instead of electrodes in order to perform multiple spot welding along the parts of the assembly.

These parts must be in close contact, so the electrodes (or wheels) compress the upper sheet onto the lower one.
A current of several kilo-Amperes flows through the sheets from one electrode to the other.

Figure 3: Resistance spot welding

The heating is due to the Joule effect (E=∫RI²) because of the contact resistances Rc2 and Rc3 (see Fig. 5). The spot weld 
appears migrates from the two interfaces until a full weld is obtained (see Fig 4). The weld seam consists of a very large 
number of overlapping spot welds (see Fig.5). In order to improve the productivity of the welding process, the electrode 
was replaced by a wheel that exerts a continuous pressure on the sheets to be joined. The current flow is electronically 
controlled.

Figure 4: Transversal macro examination of seam welding Figure 5: Resistance seam welding schema
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Development of the High Speed Seam Welding machine  
For the success of this project, GTT decided to collaborate with our historical partner ERI.

 

• 

• 4.2 kA

• 

• 

The size of the spot welding depends on the value and the application time of current. The current welding machine is 
supplied by a 50Hz transformer so the minimal period is 20ms. An increase of welding power leads to a bigger welding 
transformer. An increase of the speed, without reducing the period, leads to a risk of losing the overlapping between 
welding spots and consequently a loss of tightness (Figure 5).

• 

• 

 
with the new transformer
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Robustness study in 2021

The second step consisted of studying the process 
repeatability in terms of tolerance to ensure the on-
board welding. With ERI, a campaign on more than 

Due to the volume of analyses to be carried out, 

A  wide range of results were found that met the GTT 

that the High Speed Seam Welding process is robust 
and can be applied in the shipyard.

 
Prototype in 2022

Thanks to the results of the feasibility and the robustness 
of this technology, GTT decided to make an investment 

regarding two main innovations:

• The weld wheels

• The inverter

The weld wheels

On the previous generation of welding machine, the weld wheels diameter was 62mm and after 400 meters of welding, 

To avoid the risk of skidding, the welding wheels have to be changed after every 800 metres of welding because they 
are too small.

which allows variations in diameters between the rollers and the wheels.

 
The inverter

but the electrical network delivers only 50Hz, so the 
main purpose of the inverter is to convert 50Hz to 

In order to reduce the mass of the inverter, GTT and 
ERI have developed a customised solution with a 
positive result: a mass of 4.9kg versus over than 

Figure 8: Result of robustness study

 
with the new inverter
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OTOSEAM™
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Comparison with previous generation machine

Conclusion

technologies.

This new generation of seam welding machine called Otoseam™ is now available.

through a control of the welding parameters.
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OTOWOSETM, THE LASER PICKLING SOLUTION: A FAST, PRECISE 
AND INNOVATIVE SOLUTION

to avoid corrosion (Figure 2).

 
Currently, cleaning the weld and surrounding area is a manual operation using a metallic brush.

(vibration, dust and posture), and the repeatability of the operation is uncertain.

With this new prototype, GTT is proposing an alternative to the shipyard in order to:

Improve the working conditions,

2. Reduce the cost by cleaning the weld faster with a single pass,

3. 
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OtowoseTM, OTO for automatic and WOSE 

 
How does it work?

Figure 3 shows that the laser hits the contamination, 

short laser pulses, which create a micro-plasma and a 
shockwave which ejects the contamination.

The fumes and the dust are removed by suction through 

A closer look reveals a succession of impacts. The aim is to optimise the overlap between each impact to ensure that 

 

larger the laser absorption and the larger the impact.

 
Development of the Laser Pickling
To support GTT in this project, two suppliers well known for laser technology have been selected:

- Méliad, a French company specialised in residual stress measurement, non-destructive tests (by using Barkhaussen 
noise) and surface preparation by laser process.

- CleanLASER, a German company, which develops and produces high-precision laser systems for industrial surface 
treatment. 

To complete this project successfully, it was necessary to identify all the constraints within a containment system, the 

evaluate the possibility of implementing this type of machine. A second phase of feasibility and robustness studies, which 
was divided into two sub-phases, was also completed.

- First sub-phase feasibility study. 

Figure 4: Zoom on impacts

Figure 3: Overview
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parameters.

salt spray test (Figure 8) to check any start of corrosion. Each test was passed successfully.

 
- A second sub-phase “robustness” analysis was carried out in order to assess the positioning tolerance of the laser and 

the membrane of the Mark III technology. The samples were subjected to the same test and all were satisfactory.

Figure 8: Salt spray test
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Description of the prototype OtowoseTM

 

The optical system which moves the laser is equipped with a 330mm focal length.

The laser head is equipped with a suction nozzle to remove the fumes and the dust.

Figure 9: Front view 
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The latch has two functions: to secure the robot on the guide rail and to secure the ignition of the laser.

 If the robot does not detect the presence of the rail and the locking handle is not closed, the laser will not emit.

 
Results and performance 
The prototype fully validates the initial objectives: 

• 
(twice the welding speed)

• 
automatically without any human assistance

• The laser pickling solution is clearly a fast, precise and innovative solution.

Schedule and opportunities  
OtowoseTM
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 If the robot does not detect the presence of the rail and the locking handle is not closed, the laser will not emit.

 
Results and performance 
The prototype fully validates the initial objectives: 
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(twice the welding speed)
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OtowoseTM
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ENSURING SAFETY, PERFORMANCE AND OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY
OF LNGCS
GTT continuously invests in research and development to improve its systems and offer innovative solutions to clients. 
Nevertheless, ensuring seamless project execution is equally important as the success lies in the details.

At the earliest stage, during the bidding process, GTT provides support to its clients to ensure that the ship's specifications 
regarding the containment system can be met. GTT assists its clients in order to define the most accurate proposal, and 
provides all necessary preliminary information needed in this respect, from the tank basic design, or the bill of materials to the 
preliminary boil-off calculations.

Once the project is confirmed, GTT initiates the engineering phase, during which its teams of expert engineers based in Paris 
work for approximately 9 months to deliver approximately 470 engineering reports and thousands of drawings. Throughout the 
life of the vessel, GTT continues to ensure the proper implementation of its technologies, addressing any queries raised by 
shipyards, ship owners, or classification societies on a day-to-day basis and provide all the engineering support on the Cargo 
Containment System (CCS)¹ that may be necessary.

After delivery of the vessel, GTT offers its detailed knowledge of the containment system’s design and construction, and 
eventually its specificities, to support maintaining the CCS and monitoring its operational performance.

While membrane containment technologies are by nature complex, the LNG transportation industry is one of the very rare 
hazardous industries that had fortunately never suffered from a major accident over time.

The vigilance and professionalism of all the industry players obviously accounts for this tremendous result. 

GTT is proud to have contributed, through its expert engineering, to the safe growth of an industry that should accelerate its 
development over the next decade. This article provides a more detailed overview of the engineering capabilities of GTT.

A team of experts dedicated to the CCS design 

GTT's cryogenic containment systems are proven to be reliable. This is explained by the resources dedicated by GTT when 
designing each and every LNGC cargo containment system. GTT's technical division, comprising over 300 engineers, is 
entirely mobilized to design each CCS in order to meet the ship owner's specifications, the shipyard’s design, the class and flag 
requirements, and ensure compliance not only with the latest codes and standards but also with the latest state-of-the-art on 
the GTT’s technologies.

¹ defined as all the structural elements connected to the hull: the membrane system, the pump tower base support, the liquid dome, the gas 
dome, the cargo piping etc.

GTT’s engineering capabilities on CCS have been specifically organized to address three concerns:
• safety
• performance
• operational flexibility

Safety of the CCS always remains a major concern 

Membrane CCS is one complex technology, which reserves many surprises and sometimes unexpected difficulties. Indeed the 
CCS is subject to a wide range of stresses caused by hull-induced bending moments, cargo and ballast pressure. For every 
project, GTT evaluates the stress levels and deformations stemming from the hull and provides guidance on structural 
enhancements needed to ensure that the CCS operates within a valid acceptable range of stresses.
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Effect of ballast pressure on CCS behaviour                 Simulation of local inner hull deformation

This assessment is at the heart of GTT’s engineering expertise. It comprises a large scope of technical areas, among which, 
without limitation:
• Review of the steel grades 
• Examination of the heating power required for cofferdam heating systems

Calculation of hull temperature            Stell grade selection                      Sizing of cofferdam heating
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• Sea-keeping analysis for vessel behaviour in various sea conditions, allowing for the determination of the loads that the CCS 
(including for the avoidance of doubt the pump tower) are likely to experience,
• Ship bending moment and mechanical assessment of the CCS,

Calculation of ship movement and acceleration during STS operations depending on Wave period

• Sloshing load assessment and tank insulation strength and performance optimisation,
• Detailed panel and component arrangement with required tolerance to ensure correct assembly and correct arrangement to 
ensure the design safety,
• Detailed design of pump tower tubular structure via the determination of the hydrodynamic and inertial loads by finite elements 
analysis to assess the acceptability of design with regards to strength and fatigue,

Evaluation of liquid velocities
& accelerations 

First bending mode   Second bending mode          First torsion mode

• Vibration analysis to avoid resonance on structural elements,
• Validation of the piping on deck and in the cargo auxiliaries room through stress analysis,
• Design of the nitrogen system, equipment, and instrumentation of the CCS to ensure that the insulation spaces can be 
safely maintained through inert gas, at the appropriate pressure, under all possible scenarios,
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• Proper sizing of safety equipment, such as cargo tank safety valves, insulation safety valves, and Gas Combustion Units,
• Proper procedures to safely manage all critical scenarii described in the Cargo Operating Manual.   These scenarios may 
include Nitrogen sweeping operations, IBS drainage, and IS water drainage, among others. 

IS and IBS Drainage through nitrogen piping 

Performance is at the heart of GTT’s designs

GTT conducts an assessment of the Boil-Off Rate (BOR) for the CCS, taking into account the tank geometry, the ship design, 
and the thermal performance requirements specified by the IGC Code.  On this basis, GTT provides a BOR value. Additionally, 
GTT utilizes the BOR value to determine the appropriate sizing of cargo handling equipment (such as compressors, heaters, 
vaporizers,etc) that are involved in managing the boil-off. 

Thermal flows going through the insulation                   Equipment for LNG management
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GTT also conducts hydraulic studies to calculate the maximum fluid velocities and pressure drops within critical lines. These 
studies ensure that the equipment selected by the shipyard, such as pumps, strainers, valves, and pipes, will enable the vessel 
to meet the performance requirements specified in the shipbuilding specification.

Using sea-keeping analysis and pump characteristics, GTT determines the minimum allowable heel that can be left in the tank 
before the pump trips. This assessment involves CFD calculations and enables the evaluation of the likelihood of pump tripping 
for various sea conditions depicted on the scatter diagram. The results of this analysis are further used to alert the crew of any 
potential risks associated with the operation of the pump.   

Design of a sump for MarkIII                                                                   CFD for pump tripping evaluation

To address the performance of the vessel in terms of loading capacity, GTT conducts an assessment to determine the 
maximum LNG volume that can be loaded. This assessment takes into account various factors, including the cargo tank 
geometry, the cargo tank's maximum allowable relief valve setting pressure, and the trim and list conditions required by the IGC 
code. When a Gas Pocket Crossing System is present, GTT evaluates the increased loading capacity that it provides and 
conducts a structural analysis to ensure that the crossing pieces are capable of withstanding the thermal and mechanical loads.

Principle of gas crossing to prevent gas pockets    Displacement around a
gaspocket crossing system
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Simulation to manage BOG during ship to ship operation                                     Guidance regarding one tank operation

GTT has developed a unique design expertise to continuously meet the market demands in terms of performance and 
operational adaptability, all the while maintaining system safety.

Through relentless efforts and open dialogue with industry stakeholders, GTT has successfully halved the Boil-Off Rate (BOR) 
of its technologies within less than a decade. Simultaneously, it has contributed to safely develop new equipment such as 
FSRUs, FLNGs, arctic vessels or LNG- fuelled ships.

Currently, GTT is actively working on new designs in order to enhance, through innovation and improved flexibility in 
operations, the thermal performance of LNGCs and align with the International Maritime Organization's emission targets. It also 
aims at lowering ship costs through innovative solutions and pave the way towards a Net Zero scenario with future synthetic 
fuels.

GTT’s designs aim at preserving the widest operational flexibility 

GTT has gained extensive knowledge of ship operations through thermodynamic assessment and return of experience at sea. 
This expertise ensures the safe and efficient conduct of cargo operations and empowers crew members to make informed 
decisions regarding equipment and system use.

To go beyond the safety requirements of the IGC Code, GTT has developed guidelines on equipment sizing and Fuel Gas 
Handling System (FGHS) architecture, providing the crew with maximum flexibility in managing day-to-day operations. In 
addition, GTT offers operators essential guidance to ensure that operations such as commissioning, decommissioning, tank 
cooling down, tank-to-tank transfer, and one-tank operations are carried out safely and efficiently.
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